In this paper, research state space structure properities of normal chain from Ray-Knight theory on a given set E : If ( ) S ω ∞ whose probability is 1 are empty set,then,the normal chain only has jumping type track, at the time, the transfer function must be the least and only determined by desity matrix; If ( ) S ω ∞ whose probability is positive are not empty set, then,the track of normal chain is not jumping type track, and its transfer function cannot determine by density matrix.
Introduction
In the classic books of some Markov chain [1 3] − ,for the transfer function in a given E, the usuall practice is constructing canonical chain on E ∞ U . The state space of model chain is very simply. But its track just has right lower semi continuity,
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and just keep part of the strong Markov. As application of Ray-night theory, the normal chain can overcome these defects [ 4 5] − ,but the structure of state space may be very complex. So we will research the properities of the normal chain. [ 3] Let {1, 2, 
Preliminary knowledge
P is the probability measure of x on E + . [ 6 ] Let ( , , , , , ) 
Definition 1
so we have that
This is a contradiction result. So i is Regular State.
(2) Refer to [2] . 
P T t s X
λ > , from (3) and the strong Markov of X , , ] 
We use 
, ] 
Main Results
Proposition1
If
Proof: For any Proof: For any n and 0 t ≥ , ,
i j E ∈ , we denote:
It is easy that: 
